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Let R be a finite dimensional associative basic algebra with 1 over an 
algebraically closed field K. In this paper, we are concerned with algebras 
which have the following property: 
(*) Two indecomposable R-modules with the same dimension type 
are isomorphic. 
We say that every indecomposable R-module is determined by the 
dimension type when R has the property (s). Here a dimension type 
of a module A4 is a vector dim, M whose components correspond to 
the non-isomorphic primitive idempotents (ei} and whose coefficients are 
dim,Me,‘s with respect to this basis. 
It is known that the following algebras have the property (*): 
(1) The algebra R which has no oriented cycles in the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver rR (D. Happel and C. M. Ringel [7]). 
(2) The algebra R which has no short chains in the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver rR (M. Auslander and I. Reiten Cl]). 
In both cases, furthermore, these algebras are schurian; i.e., dim, eRf 5 1 
for any primitive idempotents e and f. 
But the conditions given in (1) and (2) above are too strong to charac- 
terize the algebra having the property (*). For example, the algebra deter- 
mined by the following quiver with relations flee = yj? = 0 has a short chain 
and satisies the condition (*): 
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The problem we are concerned with has been studied from the viewpoint 
of the Auslander algebra. Shedding a light from a different angle of view in 
this paper, WC would like to observe structures of the algebras which have 
the property (*). 
0. THE MAW THEOREIM AND DEFIKITIONS 
0.1. Our purpose in this paper is to prove the following main theorem, 
divided into parts A and B. 
The first part states a representation type and a dimensional situation of 
the algebras which have the property (*). 
TIIE~REM A. Assume that the algehru R has the propert?’ (*). Then 
( 1 ) R is representatiomfinite. 
(2) dim, cRf‘5 1 and eHfRe = 0 ji)r ut7J: non-isoowrphic primitiw 
idmywtents e und,f. 
Remark. dim, eRe can take a value 2 1 (cf. [ 11) as can bc seen from 
the trivial example K[x]j(x”) -i.e., the gencralizcd uniscrial algebra. 
The fact (1) allows us to use the well known fact that eRf’is a uniseriai 
left eRe- or right /‘RJ-module for any primitive idempotcnts e and f. This 
fact is very important to present several notations and to prove our 
theorems. 
From the fact (2), we have a good perspcctivc in studying algebras we 
are concerned with. Actually, we get the advantage that we can reduce the 
investigation of these algebras to that of algebras without loops in a quiver 
of algebras by considering a new algebra called a rep/acing ulgehru (Defini- 
tion 0.8). The structural principle that allows us to do this is owed to 
Lemma 4.1 deduced from (2). 
0.2. Even if the quivers of representation-finite algebras remain the 
same. a little shift of zero-relations sometimes leads to another type of 
algebras with rcspcct to the validity of the property (*). (See Example 3.1.) 
So we suspect hat it strongly depends on relations on the quiver of algebra 
whether an algebra satislies Condition (*) or not. 
Theorem B states the properties of algebras satisfying Condition (*). In 
this theorem. the symbol ‘I--” means an arrow -+ or t- and the symbol 
“C” over a vertex means loop. 
THEOREM B. .4ssume that an algebra R bus the propert.~~ (*). Then 
(3) LEI QH hc thP Guhrid yuiwr of R. 
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Every simple oriented path (Definition 0.3) from x to itself is interlaced 
(Definition 0.6) some non-special oriented path (Definition 0.3) at x. 
(4) Let a:x=x,-%xl++... “r, x, =x be an out-going oriented 
path (Definition 0.4) in QR special at x. Then there is an e in In[x Ial x], an 
interior (Definition 0.4) of a, such that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(i) eRa;.+a,=O. 
(ii) There is some f in Ex[x Ial x], an exterior (Definition 0.4) of a, 
such that 0 # eRa, . . . a2 = eRfRx, . 
Further, this statement holds for an opposite algebra RoP. 
(5) Let <h, PO, . . . . b,- 1, y,) be a closed true chain or cochain (Defini- 
tion 3.2) then ytyo ~0. 
(6) Every replacing algebra (Definition 0.8) of R satisfies the above 
statements (3), (4), and (5). 
(7) Let 
Y 
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x 20 -z1- ... - z,3 or X2 z() 2z1- . . . 2 z,3 
be a sequenhe of arrows (Definition 0.5) such that (a, CI~, . .. . a,) and 
<b, ~1, . ..> a,> are both true chains or both true cochains; then it holds that 
(a) y2=0 
(b) If there is an arrow z, 5 z,+ 1 such that (a, ai, . . . . CC,,, s) and 
(b, a,, . . . . a,, E) are both true chains or both true cochains, then E has the 
same direction as u, and the composition of arrows E, a,, . . . . up is zero, where 
p is max{ iI the directions of a,, . . . . ai are the same}. 
0.3. DEFINITION. an-1 A path a: x,, --% x1 -% x2 --+ . . . ---+ X, _ 1 & X, 
is said to be simple [2] if nzl and if O<i<n and ifjimplies xi#xj. a 
is also said to be special at x0 if u;..u,#O and u,-~...u~#O. 
0.4. DEFINITION. Let a: x =x0 & x1 2 . . . “It, x, = x be a special 
oriented path. u is said to be out-going if xRzRx, # 0 and z # x implies 
zRa, # 0. We can dually define an in-coming oriented path at x. 
We define a domain of an oriented path u special at x by 
[x 1u1x]={y~Q~Ix,Ry#O for some t and yRx#O}. We also set 
Bo[xlcllx]={x,,...,x,-1 } the boundary of [x lalx], In[x lujx] = 
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[x Iaix] - Bo[x lrlx] the interior of [x ~rlx], and Ex[x lrlx] = 
QR - [x Ixlx] the exterior of [x lcll x]. Further, we define [xi, x,] = 
{Y~QdX,~YRxifOj a closed intcrt.af from xi to xi, {x,, x,; = [x,, xi] - 
Bo[x 1x1 x] an open intert’al, and [xi, xi) = (x,, .x,) u {.rl} a .semi-closed 
interuii. 
0.5. DEFINITION. *xx: 0 --x, - . . -x, I necessary, we may attach 
loops on some vertices by the symbol 3) is called a sequence of arro\t’.s in 
Qx if CI satisfies the two condtttons 
(a) iachx.-x-,isanarrowinQ(.f 
(b) Any two ariows in CT are diffcren:: 
WC denote a composition of sequences of arrows xl, rz, . . . . 2, as 
12 .yo - .“.I. - A-, - . . 
I” 
- Xl - ‘. - x,, or briefly (J, , x2, . . . . r,,) 
The reason WC introduce the sequence of arrows is that the property (*) 
is not generally inherited to subquivcrs and subalgebras. 
0.6. DEFINITION. Let z and /I be two paths with the same origins and 
domains. r z/I means that a pair of the first arrows of x and p or a pair 
of the last arrows of ;( and /r coincides. We also say r and p are interlaced 
if there are subsequent paths y,,;‘>, . . . . y,,, such that XZ~,Z;‘~Z ... z 
y,,, z fl. (This definition is due to [2].) 
0.7. To define a replacing algebra, we need to investigate the matrix 
form of the algebras which have the propcrtics of Theorem 1 (1) and (2). 
Let 1 = e + e, + ... + e, be a decomposition of 1 to orthogonal primitive 
idempotents and let m be a natural number such that {e(rad R)e I”‘# 0. 
There is a natural ring isomorphism 
R,IReR z [ej(RIReR)e,]. 
[e,(R/ReR)ei] has multiplication as a matrix here. Since e,(R/ReR)e, is 
uniserial, there is a ring isomorphism e,(R/ReR)e, z K[X,]/(X:“) for some 
natural number n,. We also have, as vector spaces, ej(R,iReR)eiz K or 0 
if i#.j since dim, c,(R/ReR)e, 5 1. RiReR is therefore considered as a sub- 
ring of the matrix ring 
K[x,]i(x;‘) K ... 
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Let A,+ 1 be a lower triangular matrix ring with m + 1 columns and rows 
and let M= (Ku,,~) and N= (Kb,,) be K-subvector spaces of a (t, m + l)- 
matrix and a (m + 1, t)-matrix over K, respectively. In this formula, u,~ and 
b,,(l~i,q~t, l~j,p~m++)aredefinedbelow: 
ai,j= 
i 
1 (ifj= 1 and e,Re#O) 
0 (otherwise). 
b 1 = (ifp=m+l and eRe,#O) 
P.4 0 (otherwise). 
We may consider h4 as a right R/ReR left A,, ,-module and N as a right 
A m+ i left R/ReR-module naturally by giving the multiplication 
MX, = Xi N = 0 for any i. Now we can define new algebras for each m and 
e by 
R(e, 0) = R/(Re . rad R. eR) (if m = 0). 
RIReR M 
Re,m)= N 
c 
A 1 , (if m # 0). WI+  
This is a trivial extension of the algebra R/ReR x A,, r with the multiplica- 
tion M-N= N*M=O. 
0.8: DEFINITION. Let R be a representation-linite algebra satisfying the 
condition of Theorem A (2). An algebra S is called a replacing algebra of 
an algebra R when S is isomorphic to an algebra of the final term of a 
sequence R = Ro, R, , . . . . R, of algebras which starts from R and is 
constructed inductively in the above way. 
For the definition of the true chain or cochain, refer to Section 3. 
For other definitions, see [2] or [7]. 
1. THE DIMENSION OF AN ALGEBRA 
Throughout this paper, R denotes the algebra which has the property 
(*I. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. R is representation-finite. 
ProoJ Assume R is representation-infinite. From the Brauer-Thrall 
Conjecture II proved by L. A. Nazarova and A. V. Roiter [S], there exists 
a natural number c such that there are infinitely many indecomposable 
modules whose dimensions are less than c. Therefore, *we have non- 
isomorphic indecomposable modules with the same dimension type. 
By Proposition 1.1 together with the previous remark, cR{ is a uniserial 
eRe-,f&f bimodulc when R satisfies Condition (*). We use this fact without 
any comment. In the proof of successive propositions, we also use the 
following fact: Let S be a factor algebra of R; then every indecomposable 
S-module is indccomposablc as an R-module. 
PKOPOSITIOY 1.2. Let e, und cl he nonisomorphic primitice idempotcnts. 
Then KV hnt:r c,(rad R) e,(rad R)c: = 0 and e,(rad R) c,(rad R)e, =O. 
Remark. From the viewpoint of a quiver, we can put this proposition 
in another way: If there is the sequence of arrows c, l -5 l e7 3~). then 
we obtain pr = 0. WC also get Z(I) = 0 in the dual situation. 
ProoJ Choose any elements />~e,(radR)e, and x~r,(radR)e, to 
prove rp=O. We may assume that p#e,(rad R)‘e, and r$e,(radR)‘cj2. 
WC shall construct non-isomorphic indecomposable modules with the 
same dimension type under the assumption pa # 0. 
Set e,(rad R)e,= (7) = KC;,];: then ,r admits one of the following 
situations: 
ii) p’r=xy (tz 1 j or 
(ii) pr=~j’ (tz2). 
Let E be the set of orthogonal idcmpotents corresponding to the vertices 
of QR and F= je~E\e~ReRr, #Oj. 
WC consider an ideal I = C, ./; RcR + R;(rad R) + rad R pR + 
Rx. rad R + rad R. rRa and a factor algebra R = R:‘I. We remark Ic 
x:, f ReR + (t-ad R)‘; particularly, ozIe, c el(CL- f ReR + (rad R)‘)e, = 
e,(rad’ R)e,. 
(A) First. WC prove 0 # ez Sot R. e, = eJz Rc, = Kr. Since e, Re, = 
KC;*), “2 Re? = K[p], and e2 Re, = e,ReZ. r.c, Re, ) we have e2 . R .L’, = 
K[p]r or c2 R. e, = rK[y] according as r admits (i) or (ii), respectively. 
Therefore, we have e2Rel = e,Rc,/~,Ie, = kr and I&. #O in R from the 
above remark. Eventually, WC obtain K3 = cl Sot j?. cl because KCX is an 
j?-submodule of Sot 8. 
(R) Consider a left R-module AS with the representations 
es= 
KOK if c=e, 
0 otherwise 
and 
0 I il 1 if [j=p S(B):fS-es= O O 
I 0 otherwise 
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for every vertex e and arrow /I; S is clearly isomorphic to Ke, + Kp as a 
K-space and indecomposable as an R-module. 
We define an R-module EM and R-homomorphisms 4 and II/ by the 
exact sequence 
[,“I ReJrad R. e2 B RS@ RRe, ““lb KM-----+ 0, 
where u: Re,jrad i?. e2 + RS and v: Re,lrad i? . e2 + aRe, are R-homomor- 
phisms defined by u[e,] = p and v[ez] = CI. Three maps u, v, and [ ;] are 
non-zero, so are monomorphisms ince Re,Jrad Re, is simple. Accordingly, 
the diagram 
is exact, i.e., contains both push-out and pull-back diagram. Therefore, 4 
and $ are monomorphisms. 
(C) Before proving the indecomposability of RM, we shall show that 
dim, e,Mz 3 if M is to have a non-trivial direct decomposition 
M=M,@M,. Set d= [$;I and $= [$;I. Then the equation 
implies that 
(iii) d,u= -$iv and &u= --tj2v. 
Since du is a monomorphism, we might assume 4 I u # 0 by exchanging 4 I 
and & if necessary. 
Let 4: ,-S/rad RS -+ M,/Im d1 u be an R-homomorphism induced from 
the following two exact sequences and R-maps between them which make 
the diagrams complete: 
0 + i?e&xl Re2 g 
I 
radRS% RS -+,S/radS z i?e,/rad Be, --t 0 
I 
I 
01 
I 
$1 
0 - Im4,z.AM, ----+ M,/Im q51u ------+ 0 
We claim that d1 # 0. Otherwise, $r = 0 would imply Im d1 = Im blu = 
d,(rad R. ES) = rad R. 4,(S), and Im bl = 0 by Nakayama’s Lcxmna, a 
contradiction. Therefore, it might be that dim, e,M, = dim, e2 Im d1 u + 
dim, e,(Mi/Im #r U) 2 2. 
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(D) In case & ~0, we have 0 fez Im & c e,M, and dim, e, M = 
dim,ezM, +dim.e,M,z?. 
Even in case & =O, it must be that e,M, ~0. Indeed, under the assump- 
tion c2 M2 = 0. we induce a contradiction in three steps. 
(I ) We first show that the restriction map $I$ -‘(Ml): 
rj ‘(M,) -+ M, would be an epimorphism. Choose any IHE M,. Since 
[@, $1 is an cpimorphism, there are some UE RS and /IE Re, such that 
(0, m) = (+,(a), #?(a)) + ($,(h), G,(h)). By (iii) and assumption, we know 
that (62u=$rt:=0. This implies &(a)=O, 4,(u)= -e,(h), and $,(h)=i~ 
Remarking that d,(a)=d,(eza) for any UES, WC have -$,(/I)= 
e,d),(a)= --~~$,(b) and (1 -eZ)IC/,(h)=O. On the other hand, e2M2=0 
implies e2$?(h) = 0 and (1 -- CJ IC/,(h) = $?(h) = m. Therefore, $(( 1 - e,)h) 
=((l--e!)~,(h),(1-e,)~z(b))=(O,m). 
(2) We prove i?e, equal to II/ -‘(MI) + ker $2. Choose any UE Re, 
and set $(N) = (~2,~ m,) and e(h)= (0, ml). Then we have I&U-~) = 
(m,, 0): so $?(a -h) = 0. Therefore, we obtain (I = h + (a -- h) E $ ‘(MJ -I- 
ker I++?. 
(3) We prove &J, decomposable. It should be that kcr (1/? # 0 since 
Ker (1/> 2 c(&,lrad i?. ez) # 0; also M, # 0 since $ .‘(M2) # 0. We claim 
that II/ ‘(M,)nKer$,=O. Indeed: choose any u~~+-.‘(M~)nKer$~: 
then we have $(a)=0 since I/(U)= (It/,(o), rjr(u))= (tji(o), 0)~ M, nMz, 
and WC get u = 0 since $ is a monomorphism. 
Therefore, it must be that dim, e,M 2 3. 
(E) It remains to prove the indecomposability of RM. From the 
above fact, we can conclude the proof by showing that dim, e2 M = 2. 
Consider the exact sequence of K-vector space 
0 ---t e,(Re,irad I&?) + e, /iS@ e, &, --* c? M + 0. 
Clearly dim e2( &,,:‘rad Re,) = I and dim, e,S= 2. As WC proved in (A), we 
already know that ezi?r, = Kx and dim, e, M = 2. This completes the proof 
of the indecomposability of M,. 
(F‘) We remark here that 
dim R M = dim R Re, + dim K S - dim I( Rc,lrad (7~‘~ 
= dim. i?e, + (0, 1, 0. . . . . 0). 
(Ci) Finally, we construct another indecomposable module with the 
same dimension type as RM. We denote by Iz the ideal 
2 R6R-t Ry rad R+rad R.pR+ x RPRP,~R 
L -F I : e’) ; 
and by i?, the factor algebra R/I,. 
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We prove dim, i?,e, = dim, Re, + (0, 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
In case e $ F, we have eRe, = 0 and e&e, = 0. 
In case eeF and e#e,, we have eIee, = e12 e, since I, c I implies 
eIze, c eZel, and e(Ra.radR+rad R.aR)e,ceI,e, implies eIee,ceI,e,. 
This means e(R/I)e, =e(R/I,)e, and we get dim,eRe, =dim,eR,e,. 
In case e = e2, we know that dim, e,Re, = 1. On the other hand, 
e,Re, = 
i 
Ka@Kpa case (i) 
KCY @ Kay case (ii). 
Therefore, we get dim, e,Re, + 1 = dim, e,R,er and dim, M= dim, &e,. 
(H) Two left R-modules RM and .R,e, are non-isomorphic because 
their projective covers are Re, + Re, and Re, @ Re, -+ M, respectively. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. eRfRe=O for any non-isomorphic primitive idem- 
potents e andf of R. 
Proof. Assume that there is a pair of non-isomorphic primitive idem- 
potents e and f such that eRfRe # 0. 
(A) We first show that we can select a primitive idempotent x and 
elements a,, . . . . tl, in rad R but not in rad2 R that satisfy the conditions 
O#rx;~~a,~xRx (nz.2) (1) 
and 
uj-..a,$Rg.rad R.gR (2) 
for any i, j (15 i < j < y1 or 1~ i < j 5 n) and for any primitive idempotent 
g. We remark that this condition is satisfied if a,. . . a2 #O and 
u n-1 ..-a, #O. 
Indeed, choose a non-zero element x from eRfRe. 
(A-l ) We describe x as a sum 
such that cli E rad R but ai 6 rad2 R. Furthermore, if some factor, say 01~. . . ai 
(lSi<j<n or l<i<jsn), of every non-zero term a,“.cll were 
described as aj.. . ai = C rl gr, gr, (r2 E rad R) for some primitive idem- 
potents g’s, then it would follow that 
O#:a,~..~j+,(a,...a,)a,_,...a,=Ca,...oci+,(r,gr,gr,)ai-l...a,. (4) 
We might assume that each term z~...x,, ,r,(gr,g)r,r, , . ..rl. is non- 
zero; particularly, g(rad R) x# 0. This implies that Eq. (3) becomes the 
sum of non-zero elements of (rad R)‘. 
(A-2) Since g(rad R) g # 0, we could find a generator p Eg(rad R) p 
such that gRg= K[y]. We claim that p Eg(rad R)’ g-otherwise, p $ 
gjrad R)’ g (i.e., p is a loop)- would make Eq. (4) zero by Proposition 1.2. 
It would be therefore possible to choose elements /I,: . . . . B,,, (~2 2) in 
rad R but not in rad’ R such that 0 # /I,,, . . /I, = gr? g E gRg. 
(A-3) If ({I,: . . . . fl, ) do not satisfy Condition (2): then /?,,, . . [I! is 
a sum of non-zero elements in rad R by repeating the above argument 
(A-l) and (A-2) (i.e., use Pm.../), instead of s). 
If our assertion were not true, then this process could be repeated any 
number of times. But by repetition of the above discussion t times, Eq. (3) 
would become a sum of non-zero elements of (rad R)‘+ ‘. Since rad R is 
nilpotent, so that x = 0, we have a contradiction. This proves the existence 
of a desired decomposition. 
(B) We fix such a primitive idempotent X. 
Let E bc the set of the representatives of non-isomorphic primitive idem- 
potents containing x and F the subset of E consisting of e such that it has 
the decomposition form 0 # x, . . . ml , , er, .r, E xRs (n 2 2) for some 2, 
in rad R but not in rad” R and (x,,, . . . . a,) satisfies Condition (2). We 
consider a two sided ideal I= C,. F RgR + CF Rj’. rad R .fiP and a factor 
algebra R = R/I. Clearly, .fi7 # 0 for any ,f’~ F, particularly i? # 0. 
(C) Now WC prove dim, Rx=dim, II(x-R), i.e.. dim,eRs= 
dim. xi& for any e E E. Here D is a duality Hom,( -, K). 
We assume e #X since it is clear if P = X. In case r$ F. we have 
eRs =x& = 0 by definition. It remains for us to consider the case e E F. 
Assume chat e E F. It is clear that eRx # 0. WC will know that an cRe - .uR.u 
generator 6 of eRx does not belong to I from the next part (D). Therefore, 
we get I6 # 0 and dim, ei?x = 1. We also obtain dim, xi& = 1 by a similar 
argument. 
(D) Assume that an c>Rr - xR.r generator 6 of rRx would belong to 
I. Then 6 wouid be described as 
h = C rl w2 + 1 r3.fi4.fi- (r,Erad R). (5) 
‘5 I f 
Since WC know cRe dxRx = c>Re b or G.uRs, we might assume 
eRr GxRx= c>Rr 6 because the proof is symmetric in another case. We 
remark that it would follow ri?.~ = e& ~xRx% = K 6 = ei?e 6 # 0. 
Each term of the right hand side of (5) has the form g, 6 for some 
g,~cRe, so we have b=eb=(g, + ... +g,,)d and {c- (gl + ‘.. +g,,,)j d 
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=o. If g, + ... +g, belonged to e.rad R.e, then {e-(gl+ ... +g,)) 
would be a unit in eRe since eRe is a local algebra, a contradiction to 6 # 0. 
Therefore, g, + . . . + g, is a unit; furthermore, some gj must be a unit since 
eRe is local. Recall that gj appears in Formula (5). So we have two possible 
cases we will examine in (D-l) and (D-2). 
(D-l) In case gjS = er, gr,, eRx = eRe 6 = eRegj 6 implies that 
ygj 6 = CI, . . . a, for some y E eRe. We consider a factorization yer, gr, = 
yt-..ys+r gy,.*.y, such that yl, . . . . yt in rad R but not in rad2 R. It is easily 
verified that CI,...Cl,+ley,...y,+,gy, . . . y1 satisfies Condition (5) from 
e # x, a contradiction to g E F. 
(D-2) In case gj 6 = r3fr4fr5x (r4~ rad R), there exists a y E eRe 
such that ygj6=a,-..a,, and we have a,...a,ERf.radR.fR. Since 
n > m, this contradicts the fact that (cx,, . . . . ccl) satisfies Condition (2). 
(E) Finally, we show Rx & D(xR) as an R-module. Clearly cr,i?x = 0 
and a, o(xR) =o(xRa,) #O, so that they are not isomorphic. This 
contradicts the assumption (*). We conclude the proof of the proposition. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the algebra R has the property (*). Then 
dim,fRes 1 and eRfRe = 0 
for any non-isomorphic primitive idempotents e and f. 
Proof. Let CI be a generator of fRe; i.e., fRe = fRfaeRe. By Propositions 
1.2 and 1.3, we have f . rad R . fol = ae . rad R. e = 0 and fRe = Ku, so that 
dim, fRe 5 1. The second part of the assertion is just Proposition 1.3. 
2. THE INVESTIGATION OF ORIENTED PATIO 
In this section, we study the algebras satisfying Condition (*) from the 
viewpoint of quivers of algebras (Gabriel quivers). Particularly, we 
investigate the properties of some kinds of oriented paths. 
THEOREM 2. Every simple oriented path (Definition 0.3) from x to itself 
is interlaced (Definition 0.6) with some non-special oriented path (Definition 
0.3) at x. 
Proof: We fix a simple oriented path x = x0 -% xi . . . x,- I --% x, = x. 
Assume all the simple oriented paths interlaced with a are special. We 
denote the set of representatives of primitive idempotents by E and we set 
F= {e E E) there is a path interlaced to CI through e}. We also denote by I 
a two sided ideal C,- F ReR and by R the factor algebra R/I. 
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We show that dim,eR.u= dim,xRe for any EE E (i.e., dim, i?x = 
dim, II( and Rx Z& II( The latter part is clear since x, Rx # 0 and 
2, D(xR) = D(xRr) = 0. 
We prove the former part. In case e$ F or e =.Y, we have eR-x=xi&. So 
it remains for us to consider the case e E F and e #x. By assumption and 
Theorem I, there are paths C: x -+ . .. + e and V: e --, . .. -+ .Y such tha: 
0 # eRx = Kc and 0 # xRe = Kw and the composition of 1: and M’ is simple. 
It is enough to show that U, ~‘4 I. Assume CE Z, then we can set 
I‘ = x r, e,,r,. Since there would be some non-zero term rl ezr2 on the right- 
hand side of the above equation, we would have 0 # eRx = eRe,yRx by 
Theorem 1. Take a non-zero path U: x + ... -+ p, -+ ... + e, then M’ and u 
could cross only at the vertices c and X. Otherwise, the path composed of 
u and )G would become a simple non-special oriented path from Theorem 1. 
The composed path with u’ and U, therefore, is a simple path and, of 
course, interlaced to x. This contradicts the fact that e,~ F. Duplicating the 
argument above, we get u’$ I. 
We remark that Theorem 2 only insists on one more (not all) non- 
special oriented paths at each vertex including an oriented path. The 
following example is remarkable in that every simple oriented path at 
vertex I is special except only one path. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let R be an algebra determined by the quiver 
2---d4 
and the relations 
Each path through vertex 1 is a zero-path. 
Each possible rectangle has a commutative relation. 
1 --f 3 + 5 is a zero-path. 
Then R satisfies the condition (*). 
We give, furthermore, an example of an algebra which does not have the 
property (*) but satisfies all the conditions described in Theorems and 
Propositions presented already. The reason will be understood from 
Theorem 3, where we give the investigation of special paths. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let R be an algebra determined by the quiver 
and the relations 
pa=)4 and EP = d& = 0. 
Then R does not satisfy Condition (*). 
THEOREM 3. Assume the property (*). Let CC x = x0 “1, x1 -% . . .*r, 
x, = x be an out-going oriented path (Definition 0.4) in QR special at x. Then 
there is an eE In[x /aI x] such that one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(1) eRa;..a,=O. 
(2) There is somef EEx[x lcl\x] such that O#eRa;..a,=eRfRx,. 
Further, this statement holds for an opposite quiver Qip. 
Proof Assume neither (1) nor (2) holds. Then 
(i) eRa, . . . a,#0 for any eEIn[x l~lx] and 
(ii) eRfRx, = 0 for any e E In[x la( x] and f E Ex[x 1~11 x]. 
We set I= CExCx lalxl RfR and R = R/I. It is enough to show dim, eRx = 
dim, eRx, for any primitive idempotent e; i.e., dim, i?x = dim, Rxl. 
We may assume e E [x la\ x] since we know dim, ei?x = dim, eRx, = 0 
if e E Ex[x 1~11 x]. We get dim, eRx = dim, eRx, = 1 from the specialness of 
a and (i). 
We assert eRx #O and eRx, #O. Indeed, suppose ei?x=O, then we 
have eRx=eRfRx for some f~Ex[x lalx]. Since f EEx[x IcIIx], it must 
be that eE:In[xlalx] and eRa,...a,#O from (i). So we obtain 
0 # eRa, . . . CI~ = eRfRa, . . . t12 = eRfRx, in contradiction to (ii). Thus 
eRx # 0. 
Suppose eRx, = 0, then we have 0 # eRx, = eRfRx, for some 
f EEx[x IcI~x], and eEBo[x lcrlx] from (ii). In case e=x, (1 ss<n), we 
have 0 # x,Rx = x,Ral = x,RfRa, in contradiction to f e [x ICI\ x]. In case 
e=x, we have O#xRx,=xRfRx,. Since a is out-going, we obtain 
fRcl, ~0, and this also contradicts that f E [x lalx]. Thus we get eRx, #O. 
Clearly, Rx and Rx, are non-isomorphic as R-modules, thus also as 
R-modules. This concludes the proof. 
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3. THE INVESTIGATIOK OF ZERO-RELATIONS 
In this section, let first look at an example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider a quiver Q 
2-56 ‘ +7 
I 
I" 
i6 
t 
I 
c 
1 -4-3-5. i' 
and relations (1) 
The possible rectangles have commutative relations 
or relations (2) 
&,d = Ed = 0 and /!lr = 6y. 
and &p=o. 
Then the algebra defined by Q and Relations (1) has the property (*), but 
the algebra defined by Q and Relations (2) does not have the property (*). 
This section is devoted to getting principles which cause mysterious 
conditions as seen in Example 3.1. 
Now we define the notion of true chain (cf. [21]). The symbol +- - c 
means a path where all the arrows have the same direction. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let R be an algebra such that dim, u&j’s 1 for any 
pair of non-isomorphic primitive idempotents e and J 
A sequence of arrows (Definition 0.5) in QR. 
is called a true chain if Conditions (1) --(4) are satisfied: 
(1) y,#O and j?,,#O for anypz0. 
(2) /J ,,-, Rx,,=0 for any p_2 1. 
We further require that yP Rx, , = 0 for any p 2 1 if I 2 2. 
(3) If t 2 2, then zg Ru = 0 (consider ;, _ , as z(,) for any vertex u such 
that zP RuRx, # 0 (p 2 0) and for any integer k, except the cases 
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(i) k=p or p+ 1, Og;pst and u=xP or 
(ii) k=t andp=O. 
(4) zk Ru = 0 for any vertex u and integer k such that zP RuRx, _ 1 # 0 
for some p, except the case k = p and u = x, _ i. 
A sequence of arrows is called a true cochair if the dual statements of 
Conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied. A true chain or true cochain is said to be 
closed if z,, = x,. 
THEOREM 4. Assume the property (*). If a sequence of arrows (Definition 
0.5) (yO, PO, . . . . PrPl, y,) is a closed true chain (or cochain), then ytyO#O. 
ProoJ Let zap; y, t .Yp. t y. = x = x0 --t .f”. -+ z1 t .Y.‘. PI e-x13 ... + 
Yr z2t . . . +-X,--t ... 3Z,=y=ys+2t . . . tya=xz (s 20) be a closed 
true chain (or cochain) such that y0 = a,. . . cur and yt = ~l,+~. . cz4+ r.
Assume ~~y,,=~l~+~... a, = 0. Let E be the set of representatives of 
primitive idempotents. We set F = {e E E 1 y, ReRx = z, ReRy, = z, ReRx, = 
Z ,+,ReRx,=O for any r (O<r<t) and for any p (Oip<t)} ‘and 
I=C,ReR+C (Ry,-rad R.uRI yRuRy,#O and y, y,#uu~E} and 
R = R/I. Clearly zPRx, # 0, z,Rx, ~ I # 0 from the definition of true chain. 
Define R-homomorphisms f and g, 
and 
f: (‘c’” -j 
p=O 
+x,R 0 y,rad-+ y~rad@($@z,Rj 
such that the matrices corresponding to f and g are the same as 
YOO 0 
PO Yl [ I. 0’ :p., Yt 
We set M, = Cok f and N, = Cok g. We show that 
if e&F 
if e E F. 
If e E F, then clearly their values are 0. So we assume e $ F. Consider 
exact sequences, as a K-vector space: 
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We can classify these e’s into four classes and we prove the above state- 
ment in each case. 
(1) We first consider the cast that ,v,ReRx # 0 and e Z y,,. If e = .Y. 
then from the definition of closed true chain. we get that 
z,,Rx=p, ,Rx=ypRx=O and y,Rx=O if t>=2 and 25pst, 
and 
Any way, (1) and (2) are described simply by 
c$J XRX-- y,Rx@zl Rx ---- iz1.Y --+ 0. 
If y,,i?x=O, then we have yO= x., r, c,r1’2 +C rl J’,T~UT~ (r4 E rad R). Since 
z,RuR =O, the second term is zero. If r,c~~r: #O, then we have 
O#r,e,r,=_,r,e,,r,.~~~,,Re,~Rx,, a contradiction to e, E F. Eventually, 
the first term is zero and y,i?x#O. Similarly ;, Rso=O, therefore 
dim,Mx=dim,Nx=2- 1 = 1. If e#x, then we have z,Re=O (1 5p-c t) 
by definition. Applying Theorem 1, we get K;:,, = J’,, ReRs- and 
y. RE = J!,,ReRxRe = 0. Since y0 rad R c = l’(, Re, we also get 
dim, Me = dim, Ne = dim, y,,i&. As we proved alrcady, we know 
~,,/7-‘10 #  and y,Re # 0. Therefore, dim, Me = dim, NLJ = 1. 
(2) We consider the second case that z,RcRJ~#O. In this case, we 
know that I,, Re= 0 for any P (0 <t <I)). Suppose that J,, fe. Cleariy, 
J, rad R . e = Y<, Re = 0. We claim that /I, , Re = 0. otherwise ,4, _, Rc # 0 
admits 0 # :, RJ*, = z,ReRJU = /?, , ReRy(, = p, , Ryu. Therefore, we get 
dim, Mr = dim. NP = dim, z,& = I 
- - 
since 0 #z, R-V,, = z, RcRy,,. Suppose 
that J,, = e next; then (1) induces an exact sequence 
x, 1 f7y, -2, z , Ry‘, ----f hlJ,<, ------A 0. 
We get therefore dim, My, = dim Z, jrL’, = 1 since /I, i&, = 0 and 0 # Z, i?~,,. 
On the other hand, (2) induces exact sequences 
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and 
xo~~aQxRy~~~aQ~c,~~a 
cyoo BP-, 91 t yaRyaQztRya- NY,- 0 
if tz2. 
In the above sequences, it follows that 
and 
y0 Ry, = ya Rx, Ry, = 0 by Theorem 1; 
fit _ I Ry, = 0 and PO Ry, = 0 by definition if t 2 2; 
yli?ya#O and ylRy,#O since yiRya=ziRya if i= 1, t. 
Anyway, we get dim, Ne = 2 - 1 = 1. 
(3) We consider the third case that z,ReRx, # 0 for some p 
(1 gp < t). Suppose that e # xP. We have z,Re = 0 (k #p) and y,Re = 0 by 
definition, so we get an exact sequence 
x,-,ReQx,Re (Bp-l.Yp) - ~z,Re---+Me=Ne-----+O. 
It follows that 
- - 
zp i?e # 0 since zP ReRx, = zP i?xx, # 0; 
yP Re = 0 from the equation yP Re = zP Rx, Re = zP ReRx, Re = 0; 
and 
/I, _ 1 Re = 0, otherwise, 0 # fiP _ 1 Re = zP Re implies 
O#z,ReRx=~PB,_,ReRxP. 
Eventually, we obtain that dim, Me = dim, Ne = 1. 
Suppose that e = xP , . we have z,Rx, # 0 for any k #p, p + 1, and we get 
an exact sequence 
We obtain /?-lRxlpxp=yP+l Rx, = 0 by definition. We have zP+ 1 Rx, # 0 
and yPRxP # 0 since z,Rx, # 0. As a consequence, we get that 
dim, Mx, = dim, Nx, = 2 - 1 = 1. 
(4) Finally, we consider the case that z,ReRx,- 1 # 0 for some p 
(1 Sp 5 t). We may assume that e is none of x0, . . . . x,_ I from the investiga- 
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tion of the third case. Since zk Re = 0 for any k #p, we get an exact 
sequence 
We know that /I,,- , Re = z,, Rx, , Re = zP ReRx, : Re = 0 by Theorem 1. 
We claim -1 ,PRe=O; otherwise, we get 0 #;),,Re=zI,Re and this implies 
O#z,ReRx,-, =ypReRx,,-,, which contradicts the definition. We there- 
fore get dim, Me= dim, Ne= 1 from the above fact together with 
z,& # 0. This means dim, M = dim, N. 
M, and N, are indecomposable because, in their representations, the set 
(eEE[dim. MefO} is connected and dim.Me= 1. 
They arc also non-isomorphic since Mx, = 0 and Nx, # 0. This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. 
COROI.L.4RY 3.3. Let E: x + .. . + z, x: x -+ ... + y, and /?: y -+ .. + z 
he sequences of arrows such that fix = 0 and I: # 0. 
(1) ,a = 0 if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) cRy=O. 
(ii) yRu = 0 for any u # x, y, z such that zRuRx # 0 or zRuRy # 0. 
(iii) zRu = 0 jbr any u #x, y, ; such that yRuRx # 0. 
(2) 1) = 0 if the following three conditions are satisjieli: 
(i) yR&=O. 
(ii) uRy = Ofur any u # x, y, z such that yRuRx # 0 or zRuRx # 0. 
(iii) uRz = 0 tf zRuRy # 0. 
Proqf: By duality, we only show (1). If x #O, then we would have 
[IRx = flyRx = K/?r = 0, and r, 8, and I: would form a closed true chain. But 
it must be that pa # 0 from Theorem 4, a contradiction. 
4. THE VANISHING OF LOOPS 
In this section, we shall show that it is enough to investigate algebras 
without loops in their quivers by considering replacing algebras instead of 
the original algebra when we study algebras satisfying Condition (*). So we 
give fundamental emmas for the replacing algebras. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let e andf he non-isomorphic primitive idempotents and M, 
an R-module. Then 
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(1) MfRe c Sot Me as an eRe-module. 
(2) (rad MeRe)eRf = 0. 
Proof This lemma follows from the fact that fRe . e rad R. e = 0 and 
e rad R . eRf = 0 (Theorem 1). 
LEMMA 4.2. Every replacing algebra has the property (*). 
Proof Let {e = e,, er, . . . . e,} be the representatives of primitive idem- 
potents. By Lemma 4.1, we obtain the category embedding 
mod-&e, m) c mod-R 2 ReiReRejR +R(e.rad R-e)” R , 
i,j>O 
mod-i?(e, m) is therefore embedded into mod-R. As a consequence, R(e, m) 
satisfies Condition (*); so does any replacing algebra. 
THEOREM 5. Assume an algebra R has the property (*). Every replacing 
algebra of R satisfies all the conditions of Theorems 2 to 4. 
Proof. This theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2. 
THEOREM 6. Assume an algebra R has the property (*). Let 
Y 
b 
xv 20 zq- . . . 2 z,fJy or x” zo 2 zl- . . . a, z,ay 
be a sequence of arrows (Definition 0.5) in QR such that (a, a,, . . . . a,) and 
(6 a,, . . . . a,) are both true chains or both true cochains (Definition 3.2); 
then 
(1) y2=o 
(2) If there is an arrow z, 2 z,+ 1 such that (a, ~1~) . . . . a,, E) and 
(b, a,, . ..> CC,,, E) are both true chains or both true cochains, then E has the 
same direction as CC, and the composition of arrows E, a,, . . . . ap t’s zero, where 
p is max{ iI The directions of CC,, .. . . cli are the same}. 
Proof The second statement is deducible from the first fact by con- 
sidering a replacing algebra with respect o p. So it remains for us to show 
the first statement. 
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The proof of (1): We assume the directions of arrows as follows to avoid 
complexity (The other cases are proved similarly): 
.V 
I h 
t, I i0 PI 
M’,) = x - Z” -+ . . . + \I’] t ‘. . + M’2 4 . . 4 ,,‘2, I 
P, ;’ / t . . . + 12.2, -+ --t II’>, _ ! = In 3-C 
Let E be the representatives of primitive idempotcnts. We set 
I; = {e G Elw,+ , ReRwIi # 0 or H’~, , , ReRwzicz # 0 (0 5 j)) u {y]. 
I = I:, . I ReR + RJRxR + Rp’R, and R = R/I. We define indecomposable 
modules M, = D(L) and M, in a similar way as in Thcorcm 4 from the 
exact sequences 
where the matrices corresponding to f, and ,/i are 
and 
respectively. We know that z,(Soc M,) 2 z,JSoc M,) as a zn Rr,-module 
and they are one dimensional spaces over K; z,,(Soc M,) = Km, and 
z,,(Soc M2) = Km,. We set RM=M,@Ml/(m, -ml). It is clear that 
dim, xM = dim, yM = 1, dim, z, M = 3, and dim, pM = 2 for any vertex 
pf-5 I’, z,. 
We show that R.M is indecomposable. Assume that RM= R A @ KB 
would bc a non-trivial decomposition with the projections K: RM + .,4 
and h: .M-+ .B and the canonical inclusion i: M, -+ M. Consider the 
replacing algebra S with respect to p; then gi or hi would be 
monomorphisms since dim, qM, 5 1 for any vertex in Qs and M, is 
indecomposable. Similarly, M, would be isomorphic to a submodule of .A 
or ,<B. Considering their dimensions, we would obtain one of the two pairs 
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of isomorphisms: RMIzRA, RM2zRB or &llrRB, RM2gRA, since 
MI and M, are non-isomorphic. But 1= dim, pM = dim, pA + dim, pB = 
dim, pM, + dim, pM, = 2. Hence, RM must be indecomposable. 
Next we set I, =CEeF ReR+ RyRxR + Rp3R and a2 = RJI,. Define 
indecomposable modules N, = D(L,) and N, by the exact sequences 
i=O i=O 
&yo i 0~2wx+1 
i=O 
- Cok g,=N,- 0. 
The matrices corresponding to g, and g, are 
[ 
Yea 81 o’ 
Ylf . 
. . 
0 Pr 
.Yt. 1 and 
b 
Yo B1 
0 
. . 
0 . . Pt 
l Yt 
(3) 
respectively. We know that z,(Soc N,) = Kn, and z,(Soc N,) = Kn, and 
they are isomorphic as a z,Rz,-module, so we set RN = N, @ N,/(n, - nz).’ 
By the same argument as above, we know that dim, M = dim, N and RN 
is indecomposable. But ,& and RN are non-isomorphic since p2N # 0 and 
p2M = 0. 
The proof of (2): We assume the directions of arrows as follows since 
other cases are proved similarly: 
x=wo 
n Y 
1 
Zo’ .y”. -+Wl’ 
PI Pi Y, 0, 
... 4-w*+ *.- +WZt+-IC ..* cw*,-+ ... +Z,-+W2t+l. 
1 b 
Y 
WesetG={e~E~wy+1ReRwzj#Oorwv+,ReRw,,+,#O(O~j)}u{Y), 
I= C,_, ReR + RyR.xR + RpR, and a= R/I. Define L and M2 in the 
same way as in (1) and (2). We know that wZI Sot D(L) = Kcc 
and wZr Sot M, = K/l and they are isomorphic, so we denote the 
indecomposable module M by D(L) @ MJ(a - fi). We also set 
I, = CEPG ReR + RyRxR + Rwzt + RpR. Define an indecomposable 
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module N2 using the same exact sequence as (3) and set 
N, = Kz, + Kp + Kc. We get z, Sot N, = Kr, and define an indecomposable 
module N by N, @ NJ(r -p). We can prove, by the metod we used many 
times in this paper, that M, and N, are non-isomorphic but 
dim. M= dim, N. This contradicts Condition (*). We conclude the proof. 
The Theorems A and B in the introduction are a collection of the above 
theorems. 
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